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Traditional village and Pagoda  
(Daily Departure) 

 
For all tours, pick-up is at your hotel. (Old Quarter, Hoan Kiem District only), if you are out of this area, take a 
taxi to 17 Hang Thung street, Hoan Kym, Hanoi where we will be waiting. 
 
Program - 1 (4 hours) 
This trip takes you to the riverside village of Bat Trang, where distinctive ceramics have been made for over 500 
years. The village has hundreds of pottery kilns fired up day and night. As you stroll around this popular and 
famous village you will witness these master craftsmen adding the finishing touches to the unique and beautiful 
products. 
 
You return to Hanoi in time for lunch. 
 
Program - 2 (6 hours)  
The village of VAN PHUC is the most famous silk village in the country. You watch this incredible cloth being 
woven by loom in the traditional way. At the village showroom you can buy silk by the meter at wholesale prices.  
The tour concludes with a visit to both the Tram & Tram Gian pagodas before returning to Hanoi. 
 
Program - 3   
This tour includes visits to several famous craft villages. First to Bat Trang, perhaps the oldest and most famous 
pottery village in Vietnam where hundreds of kiln fires burn 24 hours a day producing the products on which 
master painters ply the finishing touches. Continuing on we go to Dong Ho village – an ancient painting village, 
here they produce ‘Giay do’ paper by hand. Using all natural products, these incredible artists then paint all 
manner of products in traditional designs. Here you also visit the beautiful But Thap pagoda. Finally you visit 
Dong Ky, the carpentry village know for its beautifully crafted wood products inlayed with mother of pearl.  
Watch local artists ply their ancient craft as they intricately saw the beautiful shell info a multitude of incredibly 
delicate designs and set them painstakingly into variety wooden products.   
 
Program - 4  
This tour visits two of the most beautifully preserved pagodas in Hanoi. Thay (master pagoda) & Tay Phuong 
pagodas, both display the incredibly spiritual designs of architectural brilliance that went into their constructions 
centuries ago.  
 
Includes  
A/C Transport  
English speaking guide.  
Entrance and Sightseeing Fees 
 
Excludes 
Airport car pick up and drop off if required  
Insurance, Personal expenses, Tips 
Accommodation & single supplement for hotel  
Drinks & other costs not mentioned in inclusive services  
Vietnam Airlines Tickets, airport tax on departure and arrival  
Vietnam Visa to enter the country if required 
 
Cancellation policy 
Cancellation after booking but before arrival: 10% of total amount retained 
Cancellation less than 5 days prior departure date: 50% of total amount retained 
Cancellation less than 1 day prior departure date: 75% of total amount retained 
Bank fee, refund fee applied if any 
 
For customized tour enquiries, email us at booking@VietnamToursHoliday.com 
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